
Warning Signs 
it's Time to 
 Outsource Your IT3



Your company may wait until something breaks to call an IT professional or you
may be utilizing an in-house IT staff with limited knowledge of the vast &
complex modern computing solutions available to businesses to combat
cybercrime.   

If you think the time has come to transform your business processes through
modern IT solutions then let us guide you through our top 3 warning signs that
the time has come to consider outsourcing to a Managed IT Service provider.  

Hiring the correct IT consulting firm can be the single most impactful decision
you make for your business, and your staff’s sanity. 
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The Information Technology (IT) industry has
transformed the way we live, work, and do business. 
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The first sign that it’s time to consider outsourcing your IT is that
cybersecurity threats keep you awake at night. Modern business leaders face
a host of challenges, and the threat of being hacked is one of the most
daunting realities. Unfortunately, the likelihood of your organization falling
victim to a cyberattack is extremely high.  

Rates of cybercrime are reaching crisis levels. In fact, cybersecurity or
safeguarding businesses from cyberthreats is now recognized as a stand-
alone industry within Managed IT Services. Threats such as ransomware &
spyware can tarnish your company’s reputation & trust of your customers,
partners & vendors.  
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Cybersecurity is a Massive
Mounting Global Threat  1
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At NOYNIM IT Solutions, we see a ton of businesses
make the most damaging mistake when it comes to
cybersecurity risk mitigation: paralysis. Business
leaders have become more than overwhelmed by
the fast pace of recent cybersecurity developments,
and instead of developing a Business Continuity Plan
and implementing processes/solutions that will
protect the organization, they either do nothing or
resort to the bare minimum.  

If you feel overwhelmed by mounting cyberthreats
and/or confused about the best ways to protect your
business, it is time to consider partnering with an IT
consulting firm like NOYNIM. Our team of certified
cybersecurity experts can advise on viable solutions
that adhere to your business requirements,
implement a custom-tailored cybersecurity solution
stack, and provide monitoring, management &
administration of your IT environment. You can rest
easier knowing that your company’s most valuable
assets are being actively monitored 
& protected from cyberthreats. 

 

What is Your Company's Strategy for Mitigating
Cyberthreats? 
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Your software applications are outdated   
Your business lacks modern cyber-defense solutions; EDR, Anti-SPAM,
Application Whitelisting, Patch Management, etc... 
Your Network is NOT centralized 
You lack a Managed/Monitored Backup & Disaster Recovery solution 
You lack a Business Continuity Plan 

Similar to the way cyberattacks can threaten the integrity of your business,
excessive downtime can also tarnish your company’s reputation,
productivity, and put your data at risk. If you tolerate downtime, we can
assure you that your competitors & customers do not.  

You need to do everything possible to keep your network running without
interruption. Here are a few high-risk factors to consider on the topic: 
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Downtime is Debilitating2
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(Down)Time is Money

NOYNIM staffs a team of expert-certified IT professionals, whose primary goal is
to mitigate risk for our clients. We’re devoted to keeping our client’s IT
environments up to date, compliant for their various industries, and informed on
overall advancements in technology to ensure NOYNIM’s managed networks are
always optimized for efficiency & security. 

The bottom line is that a well-built IT network has the potential to fuel your
organization in terms of growth & employee productivity. NOYNIM’s IT experts
have vast experience implementing cost-effective enterprise-grade IT systems &
applications that can help propel your business towards your goals & objectives. 
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Your IT network & infrastructure is not flexible or nimble  
When IT systems go down you require “niche” support  
You & your staff spend too much time dealing with IT issues  
You have reoccurring IT issues  
You have outstanding IT upgrade/enhancement projects  
If you have an IT staff, they feel overwhelmed & overworked 

While there is no silver bullet for scaling a business gracefully, implementing
a best-practice IT network & modern technological strategy is one of the
surest ways to fuel your company’s growth. Obstacles like subpar
productivity, staff morale, and frustration with technological solutions are
common struggles for modern business leaders. A modern best-practice IT
strategy is the answer for overcoming these obstacles, and achieving your
business goals & objectives. 

If you’re having trouble scaling your business, here are some items to
consider & address:  
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Scaling Your Business is
Challenging3
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NOYNIM IT Solutions provides a wide-range of professionally managed IT
services to small and mid-sized businesses across the United
States. NOYNIM was founded on the belief that all businesses, regardless
of size, deserve the same centralized support capabilities as
large corporations, but at a fraction of the cost. Our goal is to perpetuate
the growth of our clients, while helping to avoid the large overhead costs
often associated with employing in-house IT staff.  

 

There you have it! The 3 warning signs you should
consider outsourcing IT services.  

If you have questions, please give us a call at (720)
524-8616 x 1. NOYNIM’s IT experts will be happy to
assist you. 

About NOYNIM IT Solutions

CONTACT US
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